
Add the word regular to these sentences.

I make                         monthly checks.

“Are the trains                            ?” asked Ethel.

Her breathing became more                             .

He is a                                at the gym.

Use a dictionary to define the 

word regular. 

 

 

 

Trace the word regular.

Which word classes does the word 

regular belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
regular inside the hands.

Finish off the word regular.

 
Now write the full word.

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: regular  1

regular 
regular 
regular  

reg____ ____lar

_______r r_______ 

Which of these words means the same as regular?

forgotten     forsaken    forged     frequent 

Write your own sentence containing the word regular.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word regular.

regyular         reguler      reggulur

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner
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Add the word reign to these sentences.

Her                over England lasted many years.

“How long did King Henry                      for?”

This house was built during the                           of 
King Charles.

She had a long                         as world champion.

Use a dictionary to define the 

word reign. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 
word reign belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
reign inside the hand.

Finish off the word reign.

 
Now write the full word.

reign

reign

re____ ____gn

_______n r_______ 

Which of these words means the same as reign?

      pour   dampen    rule           hold

Write your own sentence containing the word reign.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word reign.

raign       reighn        reygn

reign

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

Trace the word reign.
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Add the word remember to these sentences.

I do not                            .

“Do you                             me?” she asked.

I can’t                             how to do this.

You must                             that this is a secret.

Use a dictionary to define the 

word remember. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word remember belong to?

Write the syllables of the word 
remember inside the hands.

Finish off the word remember.

 
Now write the full word.

remember
remember
remember

reme____ ____ber

_______r r_______ 

Which of these words means the same as remember?

recall     secret     clouded    forgotten

Write your own sentence containing the word remember.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word remember.

rimember             remembre             remeber

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

Trace the word remember.
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Add the word sentence to these sentences.

Put a full stop at the end of                           
the                         .

“How long was his                            ?” 

What                             was she given?

That is a beautifully 
written                         .

Use a dictionary to define the 

word sentence. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word sentence belong to?

Write the syllable of the word 
sentence inside the hands.

Finish off the word sentence.

 
Now write the full word.

sentence
sentence
sentence

sent____ ____ence

_______ce se_______ 

Write another word that you can make out of the letters 

in the word sentence.     

                                                 

Write your own sentence containing the word sentence.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word sentence.

        

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

sentance sentunce sentense

Trace the word sentence.
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Add the word separate to these sentences.

I tried to                     the two children.
“Is this                     ?” asked the 

shopkeeper. 
I cannot                      the mixture.

                     the eggs into whites and yolks.

Use a dictionary to define the 

word separate. 

 

 

 

Which word classes does the 

word separate belong to?

Write the syllable of the word 
separate inside the hands.

Finish off the word separate.

 
Now write the full word.

separate
separate
separate

sep____ ____ate

_______e s_______ 

Which of these words means the same as separate?

      sliced       split      spun sparked

Write your own sentence containing the word separate.

 

 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word separate.

seperate             sepurate             separete

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun

preposition determiner

Trace the word separate.
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